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Chapter 1 : Resume Formats Guide: How to Pick the Best in
A job-winning Administrative Assistant Resume, such as this Administrative Assistant Resume example, includes the
number of years of experience you have in this area, any specializations or certifications you have or earned, and your
level of education.

Data Entry Clerk Sample Customer Service Sample Use our customer service resume sample to cast your
work experience in a positive light. Our sample demonstrates the right way to present your most relevant
experience. You will also see how to make your applicable skills obvious. If you follow that with a
well-organized work experience section, then a hiring manager will instantly know if you are right for the role.
In the experience section, job descriptions show the progression of her duties. The highlights section provides
a list of relevant skills. Our data entry resume sample does just that with a strong summary statement and a
detailed experience section. Make the top tops Think of the top two sections of your resume as a billboard that
displays your most marketable hard and soft skills. Include a summary statement, written in the third person,
that serves as your elevator pitch. Your skills section should be in bullet format to lay out your talents at a
glance. Our builder helps users create a personalized resume in easy-to-follow steps, allowing you promote
their unique skills, experience, and qualifications to win the job. Instead, it may just overwhelm a busy hiring
manager and knock you out of the running. A good guideline to follow is to use one page per 10 years of
professional experience. How do you write a great introductory sentence to a cover letter? There are two main
ways to organize a resume: Our resume builder allows every user to organize their resume in the format best
suited to their personalized needs. Choose the customized resume design that works best for your field and
work experience. This will help you showcase the most appealing parts of your resume. Optimize for ATSs To
get your resume past an applicant tracking system ATS and into the hands of a recruiter, you must pack your
resume with high-quality keywords. Study the job post for keywords and phrases used in the job ad and write
your resume to reflect them. Echo the language of the job ad as closely as possible for the best outcome. Bullet
points are your friend Utilizing bullet points in your experience section accomplishes two things. First, it
allows you to pack in all of work history in a smaller amount of space. Second, it allows recruiters to scan
your resume quickly to decide if you fit the bill. Stick to five to seven bullet points per role to prevent your
resume from getting too long. Legitimize your accomplishments In the resume above, the jobseeker wisely
chose to exhibit her accomplishments through the use of data. Whether you share the number of tables you
waited on at once or the amount of money that you earned for the company, include numbers. Aim for one
figure that calls attention to one positive contribution per role on your resume. Make your resume
action-packed You kick butt at work, right? Pack a punch by using more colorful action words. Not only does
our resume builder help you create a custom resume, but it also checks for spelling and grammatical errors.
This ensures that your document is ready to submit to recruiters and hiring managers. MyPerfectResume has
the tools you need to make your resume shine. Peruse hundreds of resume samples in our database for
inspiration, or get quick step-by-step help with our resume builder. Whether you are just starting out, are a
seasoned professional, or are looking to make a major career change, MyPerfectResume has the resume tools
you need to get ahead. First, tell us about yourself. We use this information to deliver specific phrases and
suggestions to make your resume shine. Also, we guide you step-by-step through each section, so you get the
help you deserve from start to finish.
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The chronological resume format is the most traditional format. It is also widely preferred by recruiters and hiring
managers because it lays out the job seeker's experience in a clear, orderly manner.

Our samples reflect the lives of real people who have asked us for help. After fixing their resumes we asked if
we could use them as gold standard examples to help other job seekers. Writing a strong application is a tough
process and we want to make it easier. Perhaps while searching for examples you noticed poor samples all
over the web. We, on the other hand, want to give you solid examples to help you write a resume you can be
proud of. We do this because it is impossible to make an example for every single job. The major problem we
found while looking for resume examples was that there were so few worth showing you! It was a difficult
process clicking through website after website to get you the best alternate samples. We understand your
frustration in just trying to find a quality example. As such, our goal is to give you the best tools you need to
succeed. We do that by: Making great examples and writing tips for each industry Showing you awesome
samples from other sites and ignoring bad content If you find a mistake or problem in one of our links, look at
the note next to it telling you what to watch out for. You can use our resume building software to make your
own from scratch. If any of our terms are confusing, you can check out our glossary of terms. Looking for
more than just examples? Build a custom resume in minutes with our Resume Builder Software! If you also
create examples and have one good enough to link to, contact us at social[at]resumegenius. Job seekers
deserve to find good content quickly. And no one likes to get tricked by suspicious sites looking to make a
quick buck. If you loved your sample, be sure to pin it on Pinterest!
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Whether you just want to see what a professional resume looks like or you want to make one of your own, our resume
examples, writing guides, and tips are a great start for job seekers in most industries. Browse through our samples.

When deciding what to include, you should start by considering the nature of your prospective employers,
your level of experience, as well as the skills and certifications desired. For example, an LPN may want to add
a licenses and certifications section to their resume, while a retail associate would spend more time fleshing
out their work experience section. In some cases, a hybrid may be best. Functional resumes, on the other hand,
zero in on acquired skillsâ€”rather than previous positionsâ€”and are often better for recent graduates, workers
re-entering the workforce after a considerable gap such as stay-at-home parents , and professionals who have
been in the same type of job for their entire career such as teachers. As you continue reading this guide, look
out for additional tips about formatting these styles. You may also want to consult various resume samples to
get a better idea of how each approach looks on paper. Like an exciting book, your resume summary statement
should hook in the reader instantly. Check out these examples and peruse the other resume samples in this
section for more: Seasoned administrative assistant with seven years of experience in human resources and
fluency in three languages: Spanish, Punjabi, and English. Also capable of event planning and project
management. Certified master carpenter with expertise in architectural drafting and 15 years of experience in a
general contracting team. Endowed with exceptional mathematical and design talents. Excels in general
troubleshooting, maintenance, and repairs. Banks such as the illustrious Goldman Sachs Group Inc. Many jobs
also require state licensing. Note that some itemsâ€”though extremely important in the pastâ€”may not need to
be included, and would only take up precious space in your resume. If you have earned a college degree, for
instance, you do not need to include your high school degree or GED certification on your resume. This means
that your undergraduate degree should appear lower and take up less space. In general, focus on your most
recent achievements. Why not instead include an award you won at your most recent job? The beauty of both
come into play most prominently in the work experience section. If you choose to design a chronological
resume, list your jobs in reverse order. Your most recent position goes on top, while your first relevant job will
sit at the bottom. For each entry, write your title, the company name, and your employment dates on the first
line. Below this, craft a bulleted list of your responsibilities and proudest accomplishments in the position. To
elevate your resume above those of the flock of other applicants, quantify your accomplishments. Remember
to include words used in the job description for the job you seek. As for accomplishments, list any awards or
honors you received. A functional resume, on the other hand, separates your work history into subheadings
and does not include dates. Your goal here is not to emphasize your past jobs, but rather to use the functional
resume to illuminate career highlights and accomplishments that would most purposefully relate to the job you
are applying for presently. Said subheadings should group these applicable talents into comprehensive lists.
Below these kinds of accomplishment-driven subheadings, write a concise list of places where you have
worked. There is no need to include dates or the specific responsibilities included with each position. For the
best references for both, be sure to study our resume samples.
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The necessary components of a resume differ depending on your industry and the job you're applying for. When
deciding what to include, you should start by considering the nature of your prospective employers, your level of
experience, as well as the skills and certifications desired.

As already mentioned, you want to choose a resume format that is suited to your personal profile. You should
also consider the position, company and industry that you are pursuing. Formatting is just one way that you
tailor your resume to a specific job or company, and an eye-catching resume layout can your job application to
stand out amidst hundreds of others. A reverse chronological resume format is good for: People with all levels
of work experience People looking for a job in a field similar to their work experience People without large
gaps in their work history People applying for a job in a more traditional industry accounting, finance,
engineering, etc. A functional resume format is good for: People with high levels of work experience People
making a career change to a field unrelated to their work experience People with unusually large gaps in their
work history People applying to more creative or skills-based roles design, computer programming, etc. A
combination resume format is good for: Pros and Cons of Different Resume Formats 1 Reverse Chronological
Resume Format Pros Shows a clear career progression and highlights relevant experiences Familiar format to
recruiters, making it easy for them to read Suited to applicant tracking software ATS that automatically
extracts employment history Cons Accentuates any employment gaps you might have Less creative Requires a
sufficient level of relevant work experience Conclusion: The reverse chronological resume format is a classic.
ATS have hard time extracting key resume sections Conclusion: A functional or skills-based resume format is
not advised. Furthermore, these creative jobs often require a portfolio, which is how you will provide tangible
proof of your skills. For those who lack work experience or want to make a career change, the combination
format is a better choice. The combination resume format is great if you have plenty of skills and experience
you can draw from when creating your resume. It will allow you to highlight a mix of both, but you will need
to be strategic about where and how to list information. Also, if you are switching careers, this format will let
you play up skills you have that are relevant in the industry where you wish to work. The reverse
chronological format provides sufficient space for students to list educational experiences and extra-curricular
activities, such as involvement in student clubs or community organizations. For students or new graduates
who have managed to work while studying, and have gained relevant skills through these experiences, the
combination format can be a good choice. Students should resist the urge to develop a skills-based, functional
resume since this format is not only less recognized by recruiters, it also requires an advanced skill set, which
can only be gained over time. Choose My Student Resume Other Resume Sample Format Considerations
Regardless of the resume format you choose, keep in mind that the layout of your resume should be such that
it makes it easy for recruiters to extract key information about you. A proper layout with well-defined sections
will make your resume more readable and help you get your message across. Using a resume builder gives you
the advantage of customizing your resume to your own profile and the position you are hoping to get. It will
give you a flexible resume template to work with, while guiding you through the process of creating, altering
or moving resume sections. So, whether your resume follows a reverse chronological, functional or
combination format, it is bound to look great.
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Your perfect resume example and free resume writing guide combos. Get the best expert help and tips. Use
professional resume samples for jobs in any industry. Fix your resume now with genius advice and a model resume for
your profession and job title. Writing a resume made simple indeed.

Resume formats can determine the way a recruiter or hiring manager perceives you, and more importantly
how the ATS parses each section included in your resume. Your resume format is the first quick impression of
you both personally and professionally. They most likely only have time to skim your resume, so your goal is
to put the most important information about yourself in places that are easily seen aka at the top. Different
resume formats highlight different aspects of your professional skills and accomplishments. Once you get an
interview, you can go into more detail about yourself, but your resume should showcase the very best things.
So, choosing the correct format, based on your professional history, can make a big impact on recruiters very
quickly. Types of Resume Formats There are three main types of resume formats: Chronological The
chronological resume format is the most traditional format. This reverse-chronological order makes it easy for
the potential employer to see your highest level of achievements and most recent job titles first. The
chronological resume format accommodates most industries because it has a traditional, and often times basic
layout. It puts a heavy focus on dates and growth in your career. It is also the most straight-forward, and
therefore, the easiest for the recruiter or hiring manager to digest. Resume template and content from
ResumeGenius. It is very important to include all of your contact information at the top of your resume. Not
only will potential employers use it to contact you for an interview, but also for ATS, since recruiters can
search applicants by their location. Include your email address appropriate names only! A summary statement
is not required on a resume, but it can be useful. A summary statement is different than an objective statement
in that it describes your value in the job market based on your skills and accomplishments. An objective
statement describes what you hope to learn and achieve. Listing your objective is only recommended in
combination with your summary statement if you are transitioning into a new field. A summary statement is
your opportunity to explain your strongest accomplishments and assets right at the top of our resume. Here are
a few examples of summary statements: Experienced sales professional with 5 years experience. Proven skills
of exceeding quarterly sales goals for the past 3 years. Also skilled in marketing and negotiation. I excel
during the most stressful quarters and easily manage several different clients at once. Marketing manager for 5
years, with a cumulative 15 years experience in the industry. My recent focus is in Email Marketing, but am
highly adept at managing analytics and paid placements. Built the entire email team from scratch with only
positive growth. IT professional with a particular focus on user support. Ask yourself, if I were them, what
would I be looking for in a candidate? This summary statement can be the same in your LinkedIn profile, and
having them match is a professional way to maintain your personal brand. List your work experience in
reverse-chronological order, with your most recent job first. For more information about how to format
promotions, click here. Again, list your education in reverse-chronological order. Recruiters will assume you
graduated from high school if you have higher degrees. Use this category as a way to conquer all major
keywords from the job posting. Using keywords is the most important factor in getting through ATS.
Remember to only use hard skills rather than soft skills. Hard skills are learned skill sets, while soft skills i. Of
course, soft skills are important, but recruiters have no way of knowing whether they are true before meeting
you. The interview is a great time to demonstrate soft skills. Functional The functional resume format is
essentially the exact opposite of the chronological format. It is not nearly as popular as the chronological
resume format. If you have a traditional career path, the only reason you should consider the functional resume
is if you have ten or more years of work experience. However, even then, recruiters may see the functional
resume and assume you are not as qualified. The functional resume works best for the non-traditional career
path because it caters to those who either have been out of the work force for a while or who have changed
jobs frequently. While the functional resume is not a bad option, it needs to be done really well to make the
right impact. This part is the same regardless of which resume format you choose. As with the chronological
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format, be sure to include all of your contact information as well as location. This is where the big difference
occurs between the chronological and functional resume formats. Since the functional resume takes the focus
off your work experience, your qualifications should blow your work experience out of the water. Skills are
different than qualifications. Skills are tools you have developed and perfected over the years, while
qualifications are projects, events or certifications. This section is the same in all resume formats. Remember
to use this section as a hub for keywords found in the job posting. Regardless of which format you choose,
keywords will always help improve your chances of making it through ATS. Putting this section toward the
bottom makes any gaps in employment less noticeable, but you should not try to hide them any further than
that. Be sure to include dates and to be honest about when a job started and ended. Employers can easily verify
this information when they check your references later. The goal is to put your best foot forward, not to lie.
Like with the chronological resume, list your education in reverse-chronological order. Hybrid Combination
The third type of resume format is called the hybrid or combination format. It is the combination of the
chronological and functional resumes. The chronological style is maintained, but this format highlights skills
and accomplishments just as much as it highlights professional experience. The hybrid format takes some of
the focus off of employment gaps without hiding them too much. It is a way to showcase your skills while also
showcasing your professional achievements. How to Setup the Hybrid Resume Contact information: This is
no different than the other resume formats. Include an appropriate email address, full mailing address
including zip code and phone number. Summary Statement or Qualifications: This decision makes your
resume more like either the chronological or the functional resume format. A summary statement focuses
more on your work experience and professional accomplishments, while qualifications focus on certifications
and professional skills. As with the other resume formats, focus this section on getting your resume through
ATS by including relevant keywords. Compare your resume with the job posting to make sure you are
including the correct keywords. Include dates of employment as well as promotion information see
chronological format above for an example. Remember to list your work experience in reverse-chronological
order. Again, list your education in reverse-chronological order with the most recent degree first. If you have a
degree higher than high school, it is not necessary to include your high school degree. How to Choose a
Resume Format Choosing the right resume format for you is very important. It determines how the recruiter or
hiring manager will perceive you, and which professional attributes you will highlight. In order to choose the
correct format, you should evaluate your career history and goals for the future of your career. The
chronological format is best for almost everyone who is on a traditional career path. If you have been in the
same industry for most of your career and you are applying for another job within that industry, this is most
likely the best option. This format is best to use if you have no major gaps in employment six months or more
is a good rule of thumb and your work history shows growth or promotions. You should use the functional
resume format if you are a new graduate or are re-entering the workforce after taking time off. It is best for
those with gaps in employment because it showcases your skills rather than employment history. It is also
great if you are changing career paths since it highlights transferrable skills. Use the hybrid resume format if
you have decent work experience but you have some notable gaps in employment. If you are a person whose
skills majorly outweigh your work history, like a veteran entering the workforce, the hybrid resume is a great
option. It helps diminish employment gaps and lack of work experience without hiding them. Applicant
Tracking Systems Applicant tracking systems are a tool used by most companies to filter through and rank job
applicants. The Internet makes applying for jobs incredibly easy for job seekers, which means employers have
become overwhelmed with applications. Applicant tracking systems ATS are the unfortunate solution to their
problem. The majority of ATS works by compiling all of the resumes from a specific job posting and allowing
the recruiter or hiring manager to search by keyword and see a list of the top-ranking candidates. Choosing
and highlighting the correct job description keywords are absolutely essential to making it through ATS. Also
important resume format points for ATS: Have a zip code or location - Recruiters often search for local
candidates by zip code or city. We found the latest word doc files.
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Resume Samples. Find a variety of resume samples and examples. Use our resume guide and template and access
professional resumes and CV samples designed for a variety of jobs and careers!

Sign up for free When it comes to resumes, every professional knows that the template and how work is
presented is just as important as the skills and experience that the resume itself spells out. Trying to design a
resume from scratch can be a challenge, especially with very few design skills. Need a little help? Check out
these 50 free yes, FREE! Microsoft Word resume templates that you can easily download to your computer,
edit to include your experience, and hand in with your next job application. No recruiter or hiring manager
will be able to say no. Get your free resume templates Professional templates perfect for any industry Enter
your email address 1. The basic resume template Want a basic resume to get yourself started? This is a great
one for inputting your objective statement, experience, and skills. The chronological resume template Want a
resume that makes it easy to put your jobs in chronological order and send it off? Another traditional resume
template Want to spruce up your resume without changing too much of the formatting? Try putting either your
headings or subheadings in a different font. The black-and-white resume This black header will stand out
amongst a sea of white resumes. Download Get your free resume templates Professional templates perfect for
any industry Enter your email address 6. Peach resume template Adding in colorful lines to your subheadings
or your personal logo can add special touches to your resume without taking away from the content. Creative
resume template Header and footer graphics are an easy way to add more color to your resume and also take
up space without being distracting. Colorful resume template You can add a little color on your resume
without making it the color of a highlighter. Manager resume template This resume template is made for
professionals who are further along in their careers and need more space to write about managerial endeavors.
Achievement resume template Senior-level professionals can lean on this template to both showcase
management experience and also their skill sets. Career changer resume template Making a career change?
This template is great for highlighting overall skills as opposed to positions that may not seem relevant to your
new industry. Creative peach resume template Adding a few icons can be a nice touch to a resume, especially
one for creative or design positions. This template makes your resume look a little more chic. Light pink
resume template Pastels are your thing? Bold resume template Feeling bold? Submit a black resume and see
what happens. Long profile resume template Want to add a longer profile about yourself to your resume? This
template lets you do it. Colorful blue resume template This resume is colorful, straightforward, and easy to
read. Splash of blue resume template This template flips the typical resume setup on its head, which could
work in your favor during the application process. Mint resume template This resume is so cool, recruiters will
be stunned with amaze-mint get it? Purple resume template Purple is an unconventional resume choice, but it
may serve you well in some professions. Download Looking for PSD resume templates instead? Simple pink
resume template This resume template includes a summary section, which is ideal if you are changing careers
or have recently graduated. Dark sidebar resume template This sleek design keeps your personal branding
consistent across the board. It comes with both a resume and cover letter template. This light resume template
features clean lines and ample white space to let your credentials shine. Colorblock resume template This
colorblock template is ideal for creatives who want their resume to stand out. Its text-centric layout coupled
with colored headings makes it professional, but not too serious. Bold Blue resume template Ideal for
jobseekers who have a myriad of information to present. There is a section for a summary, education,
experience, awards, skills, social media, and contact details. Appleseed resume template This clean template
has a section to chart your skillset. The understated, yet elegant, layout is something you can use throughout
your career. Modern resume template The large heading font and logo makes your name stand out more.
Colorful infographic resume template Best suited for jobseekers in less formal fields. Mint block resume
template This stylish resume features a calming blue header and comes with a matching cover letter template,
too! UX resume template You can use icons and progress bars to visually demonstrate your skill set, language
ability, and hobbies. Venn diagram resume template This template features a unique way of presenting your
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professional skill set â€” a Venn diagram! It also comes with an accompanying portfolio and cover letter
template. Monochrome resume template This comes with an accompanying cover letter template â€” perfect
for design-minded employers and jobseekers. Download Download your free Word resume templates Need a
variety of resumes at your fingertips? Get your free resume templates Professional templates perfect for any
industry Enter your email address Get the skills you need to land the job If you really want to impress
employers, you need the right skills. Learn some of the most in-demand skills that many hiring managers
expect to see on your resume with our on-demand online training. Master Microsoft Word , become an Excel
ninja, start managing projects like a pro, or learn to code â€” the choice is yours. Subscribe, and join , others.
Get our latest content before everyone else. Follow her on Twitter.
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When searching for resume samples for job application consider the perspective of the hiring manager and think about
the qualities and proficiencies that you might like to see if you were in his or her position.

References Get a higher quality resume format Our Resume Builder ensures best practices, logic, formatting
standards and job matching opportunities from thousands of job boards and portals around the world. This is
real world, and this is real interview. In the whole process of preparation, we often tend to undermine the
appearance of our resume. We want you to remember the two forces that work in a resume being picked up
among a pile of others. You may have worked ten thousand feet below the sea rigging Oil for this major oil
and gas company, or you may have single handedly pioneered a startup or just starting out of college. In any
of the case resume format are designed in a way to highlight the best of your abilities in the most readable
way. Resume formats make sure that your greatest achievements are right there on the top, ready to be noticed.
The most commonly used and preferred resume formats by Job hunters, Job seekers and Human Resources
Managers across is the Reverse Chronological format. As, the name suggests this format highlights your
career profile, educational summary or professional profile as it may seem fit for the job. It is like watching a
movie backward. Choosing what to place first among the three once again should be a well thought over
decision. What you place on the top is what you want to be seen first. If not sure we suggest you take
professional advice as these very things which might seem trivial play a vital role in the final decision. Click
here to learn more about different resume styles. We also suggest that candidates display their LinkedIn
account details on this very section. LinkedIn plays a vital role in Job hiring process and often the job seekers
will appreciate if its provided. A personal website if any should also be mentioned. B Resume Introduction
For a moment consider yourself a job hunter. You have a resume at hand which highlights educational
qualification of a recent graduate followed by this internship details. Nothing wrong but it is what they call an
out of "shape resume". While the reverse chronological format offers the candidate the liberty to be flexible it
also gives an additional responsibility of being very careful of what you place. Be it professional profile,
educational qualification or career highlight, be double sure that the placement is correct and as per the
requirement. In case of a doubt do not hesitate seeking professional help. C Professional Experience Apart
from your key responsibility, put across that decision of yours which greatly benefitted the organization.
Something that got your promotion, something that made you stand out in the crowd. If justified by numbers,
there are huge chances of you being noticed. Do not shy away from using bullet points here. Use of bullet
points, numbers of action verbs are what will be noticed in the beginning. D Educational Qualification For
someone who has spent a considerable time in the industry can give a quick summary of their degree, college
and if in the A listers their score. If you were a back bencher make sure you keep this short and sweet.
Remember your career flow and your professional experience take over your education details once you begin
your career. A recent college graduate however will need to be elaborate in this section. E Additional Skills A
man is known by what he does in his free time. So be open and do highlight your additional skills, hobbies and
again what makes you unique. The additional skills can be in accordance with the job or completely different.
Come on, Steve Jobs was trained in Calligraphy fonts and he built computers. The purpose of this format is to
negate the ill effects of the above mentioned. The hiring manager has been trained to look for inconsistencies
in your resume and you do not want to give to them that easily. The industry uses a term, "High risk Hire".
Your resume should not be categorized in that list. The flow of the Functional resume format is as stated
below. A Contact Information Apart from the above mentioned, in case you are changing cities it is advisable
but not mandatory to arrange for a local number of your target city. Your name, Email address, LinkedIn
Profile and a personal website if any will also be placed here. B Qualification If work experience is not your
key highlight or if you have an inconsistent work history, its best advisable to begin your resume with your
qualifications. It not only takes away the highlight from the specific dates it also adds to the ploy of concealing
the inconsistency. C Personal Achievement Personal achievement should be highlighted in detail. Remember
during the interview this is what is going to cover the gaps in the employment, so every little achievement
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should be highlighted. This resume format is built on the idea that your achievements are more important than
your work history. Free use of bullet points and emphasis on actions rather than specific experience is the key
to this. D Relevant Skills What is it that you are bringing on board which is likely to benefit the organization.
Come up with at least three relevant skills. For instance, when applying for a sales job, the present contacts,
the previous sales figure and your social networking skills are what can be considered your relevant skills.
Relevant skill sets will vary from Job to job. For an engineer looking to make it in the movie industry the
relevant will be very different from someone moving from sales to finance. Bullet points should be used to
highlight each skill. The more legitimate the reason for the break in employment the better the chances of
getting a fair hearing. Better still, if one can show how well have they utilized the time off. If off for a Globe
trip highlight the experience you brought back, or that movie you made or the fund you raised for cancer
awareness. The key is to put forward your additional and relevant skills of organizing, discipline and research.
One of the other tip is to not highlight the month when you quit your job, stick to the year and put forward
your explanation later. Combination Resume Format This resume format is for the rock stars. What we mean
is someone with a vast amount of experience where the highlight is on the skills and abilities. Someone with a
lot of technical expertise, using this resume format is the best bet. It can be used both if looking to seek jobs
within or outside industry. That application you recently sold, the software which took care of the college
canteen, the achieving of the years target in a quarter are all reflective of your skills and it is best put forward
in this resume format. It starts with the usual contact, professional profile or education summary, skills and
highlights, relevant skills and personal experience. It is best to avoid mentioning the everyday life at work
simply because you are focusing on being noticed beyond those parameters. A combination resume format is
like a fast track movie, where the character is revealed at a very early stage and we are aware of the super hero
qualities he possesses. It is always advisable to take professional help while making this resume. Post Your
Review saswat pandey,May 05, Visited once amazed with variety of options available for experienced and
fresher resume templates. Very creative way to upgrade your resume. I feel in the professional resume
building area, very less niche options are available. I took there service and the resume turned out to be really
effective. Govind Pawar,Jun 29, One of the best and most reliable resume writing service available in India.
Chapter 8 : 80+ Resume Examples by Industry & Job Title | Free & Downloadable
When writing your first resume with no work experience, it's appropriate to include casual jobs like babysitting, pet
sitting, lawn mowing, and shoveling snow. All experience counts and the way you present yourself, your skills, and your
assets to a hiring manager begins with a strong resume.

Chapter 9 : Good Resume Examples for Jobs: 99+ Free Sample Resumes & Guides
This is a sample of a chronological resume in which job experience is provided in chronological order, beginning with the
most recent position. Download the resume template (compatible with Google Docs and Word Online) or see the
following list for more examples.
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